CARTHAGE BULLDOG STADIUM REGULATIONS

General Regulations

- No gas or electric heaters allowed.
- **No air horns, train horns, cannons or confetti (spray cans or paper) allowed in the stadium, on the field or track, or in the field house.**
- No alcoholic beverages or tobacco products permitted on school property, including parking lots.
- No ice chests will be allowed in the stadium except for the competing teams and band/drum teams.

Field/Track

- Water is the only liquid allowed on the field. No colored drinks may be brought onto the field by any group. Teams may have Gatorade in the dressing room, but not on the field.
- Tobacco, seeds, gum and other similar products are not allowed on the field or track.
- No vehicles on the field or track.
- No glass containers, cans or food on the field.
- Confetti (paper and/or can spray) and other similar products are not allowed on or near the field or in the field house.
- Metal cleated shoes are not allowed on the field.
- Band and Drill Team props must not mark or scar the field or track.
- The use of chairs, stools, ladders, high heeled shoes, or other pointed objects will not be allowed on the field.
- Spirit and run through signs must be made of vinyl/cloth with permanent paint that does not run when wet. Spirit Signs must be tied to the lower stadium railing. No paper or painted signs. Taping of signs to any stadium structure will not be permitted.
- Those without proper credentials or non-uniformed individuals allowed on the field at head coach’s discretion. Authorized CISD students must wear wrist band issued by Athletic Department.
- Spectators are not allowed on the field. (Children/students are not allowed to play on the track in the end zones.)